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MINISTER’S LETTER
Dear Friends,
In Shakespeare’s play, Hamlet is given some advice by an older
character, Polonius: “To thine own self be true”. It sounds like very
modern advice, this idea of being ‘true to yourself’, of doing what
feels right to you regardless of any other considerations.
Personally, I’m not really sure what ‘being true’ to yourself actually
means. Does it mean doing whatever you feel like? Does it mean
following your own values at all costs?
The nature of truth is a hot topic in this day and age. We’ve heard
much in recent years about ‘fake news’, of clashes of values
between generations, and of people going on telly to talk about
‘their truth’. I won’t mention names…. Pontius Pilate famously
asked Jesus the question: “What is truth?” as have many
philosophers and writers down the ages. I think we can all agree
that truth isn’t something we can manipulate to suit our own
purposes, though it seems that many people do just that. Truth is
also about much more than just feelings, in that we can react
strongly against something without that being an indication that it is
untrue. Our feelings can be a highly unreliable guide to truth, and
sometimes we rely on them too much. We might even have to
overcome our feelings to reach the truth sometimes.
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What Jesus has to say about truth is powerful and hopeful. “You will
know the truth and the truth will make you free” (John 8.32). He
means the truth about Himself, that He is God, and therefore the
key to all truth. What’s more, Jesus said, “I am the way, the truth
and the life”(John 14.6). Some people take exception to this. How
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can Jesus be so arrogant as to make such a claim for Himself? Or
else they try to water down the words, as if what Jesus really
meant to say was, ‘I am a way, a truth and a life’. But He didn’t and
we can’t get round that. There has been no convincing way of
‘reinterpreting’ Jesus’ words, though those who find them offensive
have tried. Instead, why don’t we celebrate them?
Here is God Incarnate, maker and sustainer of all of creation,
revealing Himself to us, and inviting us to share His life. Here is
God, revealing the truth about Himself, that He is our loving Father
and love is His very essence. If Jesus is TheTruth, then Jesus is
our gateway to how things really are and our faith in Him is the
lens through which we are called to see life. This truth is
something which can transform us: we are set free from false
versions of how to be human beings so that we are free to become
who God wants us to become.
Something to celebrate indeed.
With every Easter blessing Tanya

SATURDAY COFFEE MORNINGS
It’s good to be able to restart the Saturday coffee mornings and to
see how much they are appreciated.
We are aware that the prices for tea, coffee and and a biscuit
haven’t been increased for some time. Apart from the social side of
meeting, it was intended that the coffee mornings should also
contribute to project funds.
We are also aware that many people will struggle with the
increasing cost of fuel and food. A compromise seems to be to
request donations rather than a set price but to suggest a
minimum of the current price (£1.50 for filter coffee and £1.20 for
tea and instant coffee, both including biscuits).
Any donations above the basic price will be gratefully received.
Many thanks for your support.
Liz Pearson & the refreshment team.
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WORSHIP IN APRIL
Lidgett Park (also on zoom):
3 April
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
Holy Communion
10.30 Revd Melvyn Kelly
10 April Palm Sunday
8.00 Revd Tanya Short
Holy Communion
10.30 Local Arrangement
14 April Maundy Thursday
19.30 St Andrew’s URC
Holy Communion
15 April Good Friday
10.00 St Andrew’s Walk of Witness
19.30 Reflective Service
Zoom only
17 April Easter Day
06.00 Sunrise Service Roundhay Park
11.00 Revd Tanya Short
Holy Communion
24 April
10.30 Revd David Goodall
18.30 St Edmund’s
Ecumenical Service

Shadwell:
3 April
9.30 Ms Mary Patchett
10 April Palm Sunday
9.30 Revd Tanya Short
15 April Good Friday
10.00 Walk of Witness Starting St Paul’s Shadwell
19.30 Reflective Service
Zoom only
17 April Easter Day
9.30 Revd Tanya Short
Holy Communion
24th April
9.30 Revd Tanya Short
Zoom Codes for Good Friday Reflective Service at both
Lidgett Park and Shadwell at 19.30
https://zoom.us/j/93733879483?
pwd=bG9BcVJDL2s1WG1qWGxZNTZ1T0dMZz09
Meeting ID: 937 3387 9483
Passcode: 970993
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Details of Good Friday Walks of Witness
Walk of Witness – Roundhay
One act of outside worship in three places. Through prayer, readings
and reflections, we are drawn into the agony and meaning and
wonder of Jesus’ journey into death.
Starting at St Andrews URC at 10am, on to St Edmunds Parish
Church, ending at Lidgett Park Methodist Church, followed by
refreshments.
Walk of Witness – Shadwell Moor Allerton – Alwoodley
Starting at St Paul’s Shadwell: - 11.30am
Shadwell Methodist: - 12 noon
St John’s, Moortown: (refreshments from 1pm) Worship at 1.30pm
St Stephen’s: - 2.15pm
Alwoodley Park Methodist: - 3.00pm
St Barnabas: - 3.30pm
PRAYER FOR CHANGE
This prayer also appears in the magazines of our sister churches,
St Andrew’s and St Edmund’s
Lord Jesus,
You are a Lord who walks beside your people.
So we pray for people who walk for justice.
You are a lord who raised up those who are bent low.
So we pray for those held down by the grindings of life
and the indifference of the world.
You are a Lord who feeds the hungry.
So we pray for all who long for bread
And the means to provide it.
You are a Lord who celebrates the small and the insignificant.
So we pray for the children
and for those who are never noticed.
You are a Lord who says, “Follow me”
So we pray for courage and faith in our hearts
That we may take up the cross and find it leads to life.
Amen
Christian Aid
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GETTING TO KNOW OURSELVES
Sat in the corner,
three feet tall,
head bent,
outrageous act exposed,
we learned the difference between right and wrong.
Easy then, the line clear and well defined;
“wrong is wrong” and “right is right”
divided the choices of our youth with simple precision.
But now, intricacies we do not understand
underscore our complicities
and the line has grown faint.
Where shall we sit ourselves now,
bow our heads to pay our dues,
or is penance even possible?
May we welcome moments of reflection
that expose to us the truths of who we are,
not for the “strengthening of character” they might bring
but simply for our coming to know
the tangled wonder of our inner selves.
As those able to cherish
the unfolding moments of our lives,we pray,
Amen
[From We All Breathe, copyright 2012 Gretta Vosper]
Reproduced with permission
With thanks to Gerry Leake

FROM SHADWELL CAFÉ:
This is a reminder that Shadwell Methodist Church will be providing
its usual selection of delicious cakes, scones on the second
Tuesday and the fourth Saturday in the month to avoid a clash with
the Lidgett coffee morning. We hope you will try and support both.
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LIDGETT PARK TODDLER GROUP
Lidgett Park Toddler group is a small, very friendly group that meet every
Thursday between 10.00 and 11.30 pm during term time, providing play,
activities and friendship. We meet in the Youth hall and meet Covid
restrictions. The cost is £3 per family group of no more than two children
per family. We cater for mums, dads, carers and grandparents who may
be providing child care.
We provide unlimited amounts of tea, coffee, juice, biscuits and chat.
Contact Jan Sanders for further information,
janetsanders2014@outlook.com
PLEASE FEEL FREE TO JOIN US.

MEETING POINT CAFE AT HAREHILLS
Once again Meeting Point was very pleased with the things
donated by Lidgett Park.
Over the next weeks they would be particularly grateful to receive
Vegetable Oil, Coffee, Tea and toiletries but don’t hesitate to
donate any other items that we usually send. The box for
donations is in the foyer near the car park entrance. There is a list
there of all the items that they can use.
Pauline told me that they are providing more free meals than for a
long time. These are meals that people have made donations for.
She asked me to pass on her thanks for all the goods donated.
Sue Wittrick

LIDGETT PARK LADIES' GROUP
Meeting on Fridays once a month at 10.30 am in the Community
Hall. Refreshments and good company provided, donations
welcomed.
Friday 22nd April. “India” by Alison Mattocks
All ladies welcome.
Lynne and Anne
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JAN RIPPIN 16TH March 1939 – 8th February 2022
Jan moved to live in Roundhay in 2015
and quite soon became involved in both
Church and community life. Jan started
to sell cards for the Sreepur village
project here at church at our monthly
community coffee mornings. This led a
few years ago to that project being
adopted as the Church charity.
Jan was a very active member of that
fundraising group. One fundraising event
that comes to mind was a lively swing
dance with a band held at the local
Catholic Church. Yes, Jan helped with organising it, but her sense
of fun came through as she also took part in the dancing.
Gradually it became apparent that Jan had become involved in
many different ways in the local community. A Photo in the Friends
of Roundhay Park magazine last year shows Jan working on the
new children’s garden in the park. But she also helped with litter
picking groups and restocking duck food which the Friends
supplied.
The fact that Jan chose to celebrate her 80th birthday at the
Lakeside restaurant in Roundhay Park illustrates her great love of
the Park. Friends there included some neighbours from West Court
whose company she valued.
Elsewhere Jan was found volunteering at a food bank and regularly
listening to children reading at a local primary school, something
she missed desperately during lockdown.
Jan tried to mitigate the effects of the lockdown in various ways.
She walked on her own and with friends and she helped in the
Church garden. Jan also participated in reading Shakespeare plays
on zoom with a group from U3A and recounted how much she had
enjoyed this.
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It was clear that she missed her visits to family in this country and in
Spain, and the adventurous train journeys which took her from
Leeds to Spain. Like many people Jan found pleasure in the natural
world during lockdown. She had long wanted to see a kingfisher.
Last summer there were kingfishers nesting on the Upper lake at
Roundhay Park. Jan had several walks to that end of the park
before she saw one. She was absolutely delighted.
When the Church was reopening after lockdown, volunteers were
needed to open windows, show people to their socially distanced
seats and clean everywhere afterwards. Jan volunteered to help
with this. This caused a dilemma – was it right or even permitted to
accept help from people over 70 when they were still being advised
to stay at home and certainly stay away from other people. A way
was found for Jan and a few others to help. However, I for one
would not have wanted to be the one to tell Jan that she couldn’t
help as I don’t think she would’ve accepted “No”. Jan continued to
volunteer this way whenever the church was open.
At Church Jan helped us become more aware of the life story of her
father Eric Stevenson, to whom the beautiful left-hand Stainglass
window is dedicated.
Jan was delighted to meet a church member Audrey Gabbitas who
had known her father. In fact Audrey had as a child been brought to
church by Eric.
In our Remembrance Service in 2018 we were able to celebrate
more fully not only Eric’s life but the lives of the three other Church
members who had died during the Second World War.
The Church kept a journal during the war of the members involved
in the armed forces and those journals are on our Communion table
today.
Jan achieved much in her short time in Leeds in a quiet but
determined way. She was selfless. Very importantly she was a friend
to many.
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Towards the end of her book about her father, “The Happy Warrior “,
Jan writes and I paraphrase; Having investigated many sources of
information about him, she sees him as a highly committed,
intelligent, brave and caring person. I would say that that is also a
very appropriate description of Jan‘s life in Leeds.
Sue Wittrick
DIETRICH BONHOEFFER
The Common Worship Calendar commemorates Dietrich Bonhoeffer
on 9 April, providing ‘Lutheran Pastor, Martyr, 1945’ as additional
information. This is day when he was hanged by the Nazis at
Flossenbürg concentration camp, accused of association with the 20
July Plot on Hitler’s life. It is recorded that, as he was led away, he
said to a fellow-prisoner, ‘This is the end — for me the beginning of
life’.
Bonhoeffer was born in 1906 and was ordained into the Lutheran
church in November 1931. He was a determined opponent of the
Nazis from the time of the election campaign of 1933, which led to
Hitler becoming Chancellor. He fought hard against Hitler’s
euthanasia programme and the persecution and genocide of the
Jews and was one of the notable church leaders who resisted
Hitler’s attempt to create a Nazified German Protestant Church. This
involved the dismissal of pastors and other officials who were of
Jewish descent, and even the removal of the Old Testament from the
Bible. The Christian opposition issued various declarations against
this, asserting the Bible’s integrity, God’s fidelity to the Jews as his
chosen people, and the power of baptism, regardless of racial or
ethnic descent. One of the earliest of these declarations was the
Bethel Confession of 1933, which Bonhoeffer played a leading part
in drafting. But it was then watered down, and Bonhoeffer refused to
sign it. He felt unable to accept a parish post in Berlin offered to him
that autumn, and instead decided to withdraw by taking a two-year
post as pastor of two German-speaking Protestant churches in
London. Further oppositional declarations were issued in Germany,
most notably the Barmen Declaration in 1934, and so, when
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Bonhoeffer’s appointment in London ended, he returned to
Germany and became a leading figure in what had by then
evolved into being the Confessing Church, the name given to
those who resisted the Nazi distortion.
Bonheoffer had started his ecclesiastical career as a high-flying
academic, beginning with studies in the renowned theological
faculty in Tübingen. He went on to gain a doctorate in Berlin,
followed by further postgraduate work and a teaching fellowship at
the Union Theological Seminary in New York. Now, in support of
the Confessing Church, he travelled around eastern Germany
running underground seminaries. But he was pursued by the
Nazis, who closed successive seminaries and banned him from
Berlin. In February 1938 Bonhoeffer made initial contact with the
members of the German Resistance when his brother-in-law,
Hans von Dohnányi (father of the celebrated musical conductor)
introduced him to a group in Military Intelligence who were
seeking Hitler’s overthrow. In June 1939, however, Bonhoeffer
accepted an invitation to return to the Union Theological Seminary
in New York — a move he instantly regretted because of what was
happening in Germany, and so he returned home only two weeks
later. He had to report regularly to the police and was forbidden to
publish anything or speak in public, but under the pretext of
working for Military Intelligence, he travelled extensively, using his
ecumenical connections abroad to make high-level contact with
the Allies. With Dohnány he was also involved in helping German
Jews escape to Switzerland. Bonhoeffer and Dohnány were both
arrested on 5 April 1943.
Bonhoeffer’s practical actions were underpinned by his
publications, most notably The Cost of Discipleship (on the
Sermon on the Mount), Ethics (unfinished when he was arrested
in 1943), and — perhaps best-known of all — his Letters and
Papers from Prison, which were published after his death.
Joyce Hill
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THOUGHT FOR THE DAY
Reproduced with the permission of the BBC
Watching the horrors of war in Ukraine unfold has left many UK
citizens wondering, what can we do? The sheer numbers of
refugees are staggering, as, of course, they always are and have
been in Syria, in Sudan, in Ethiopia and so many other places.
Pictures of crowded train stations full of desperate people fleeing
conflict, leaving everything behind, tug at our heartstrings.
The scheme to enable Ukrainians to find a safe place in the UK
has been met with both criticism for its red tape (though checks
and balances are important) and enthusiasm by those wanting to
make a difference. The scheme opened on Monday, and in just 24
hours, well over a hundred thousand people had registered to
open their homes to refugees.
In the last week, conversations with friends, or with colleagues at
work meetings, have often turned to ‘can I offer my spare room, or
turn my study into a spare room? How can I help someone know
that they are safe, loved and wanted? What will the impact be on
my family? What do I need to think about?’
Opening one’s home to a complete stranger is a big thing. There’s
a large gap between the thought of reaching out, and the reality of
having people whose language, customs, habits are different,
come and share day-to-day reality. There is something vulnerable
about opening up our homes, and the intimacy they represent. To
welcome a refugee family, traumatised and bereft in so many
ways, means inviting the reality of a distant war into our safest
spaces. It means inviting grief and trauma to dwell among us and
committing to share their cost and burden.
Most religious traditions consider hospitality a virtue to be
practiced. The New Testament tells believers, ‘do not neglect to
show hospitality to strangers, for by doing so, some have
entertained angels’. Hospitality for friends is easy. Hospitality for
strangers, for the unknown and all it may bring, is much harder.
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But equally, it bears the seeds of something much greater. Some
have entertained angels, says the writer, pointing to the fact that
hospitality is not simply an act of charity towards another in need;
hospitality changes the person who offers it. Hospitality offers the
chance to meet God in the other person, to be drawn into
something bigger than themselves. Hospitality to the other, to
difference, is a first step in starting to build a better future and a
bigger world, together.
Rev Dr Isabelle Hamley - 17/03/2022

PROJECT NEWS. APRIL 2022.
At Church Council recently, we learnt that the Project has raised
£3,400 so far this year. On behalf of the Project Group, I would
like to thank you all for your continuing support during the recent
difficult times. It would be good to think we are beginning to see a
resumption of some sort of normality when we can start to hold
more fund-raising events. We will see!
Coffee Mornings with a bonus!
Two of our next three Saturday Coffee Mornings will have
additional treats.
April 2nd : our usual Coffee Morning will stop at 11.30 after which
you can stay and indulge in a bacon butty (or two) for lunch. Why
not buy an extra piece of cake from the cake stall to eat
afterwards! We would ask for a donation to the Project of £2.50
per butty, which will also include a hot drink.
June 4th : to celebrate the Queen’s Jubilee weekend, we are
offering a Platinum Platter, again after our normal Coffee
Morning. For a donation of £6 (minimum) you will lunch on quiche
and salad, followed by a delicious celebration cake decorated with
fresh fruit in patriotic colours! Booking is essential for this event,
details of which will be in both the May Link and the weekly
notices.
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We do hope you will be able to join us for these special events and
enjoy good food and cheery company!
The Project Group are also hoping to be able to bring you a
concert sometime during the summer or early autumn. Obviously,
choirs are just beginning to get back together and start rehearsing
so we are dependent on their availability. We will no doubt be in a
queue of requests for live music again.
Finally, a note of deep sadness as we mourn the loss of Jan
Rippin. Jan joined our group after nominating Sreepur Village for
Project funds and continued to stay with us even when we moved
on to fund-raising for other charities. She coped with our
somewhat boisterous committee meetings with her usual charm
and quiet determination. During all the lockdowns, she became a
very willing monthly baker and always wanted to help distribute the
monthly baking, seeing it as a way of keeping in touch with people
she wouldn’t otherwise see. She was a lovely lady, we will miss
her.
Margaret Farrar. On behalf of the Project Group.
PRAYER OF AN UNKNOWN CONFEDERATE SOLDIER
I asked for strength that I might achieve,
I was made weak that I might learn humbly to obey.
I asked for health that I might do greater things;
I was given infirmity that I might do better things.
I asked for riches that I might be happy;
I was given poverty that I might be wise.
I asked for power that I might have the praise of men;
I was given weakness that I might feel the need of God.
I asked for all things that I might enjoy life;
I was given life that I might enjoy all things.
I got nothing that I had asked for,
But everything that I had hoped for.
Almost despite myself my unspoken prayers were answered;
I am, among all men, most richly blessed.
With thanks to Rachel Mounsey
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